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Abstract .The Cellular Automata Theory is a discrete model which is now widely used 
in scientific researches and simulations. The model is comprised of some cells which changes 
according to a specific rule over time. This paper provides a survey of the Modeling and 
Applications of Cellular Automata Theory, which focus on the program realization of Cellular 
Automata Theory and the application of Cellular Automata in each field, such as road traffic, 
land use, and cutting machines. Each application is further explained, and several related main 
models are briefly introduced. This research aims to help decision-makers formulate 
appropriate development plans. 

 

Cellular automata were first developed by John von Neumann as formal models of self-
reproducing organisms [1-3]. An original two-dimensional cellular automata, which each cell 
is a small square in a large grid paper, is developed afterwards. Each cell has two possible 
states, black and white, which are determined by its neighborhood. In John von Neumann’s 
theory, the neighborhood of a cell is four adjacent squares, as the gray squares in the figure 
shown below, which is called Von Neumann 

 

In 1969, computer scientist Alvy Ray Smith completed a Stanford PhD dissertation on 
cellular automata theory [3]. The author proved that two-dimensional CA were computation 
universal, introduced 1-dimensional CA, and showed that they too were computation 
universal, even with simple neighborhoods. It is also showed how to subsume the complex 
von Neumann proof of construction universality (and hence self-reproducing machines) into 
a consequence of computation universality in a 1-dimensional CA. In 1970s, a two-state, two-
dimensional cellular automaton named Game of Life became widely known [4]. In this cellular 
automaton, it use a neighborhood named Moore neighborhood (shown in Fig. 2), which is the 
surrounding eight squares, as the gray squares in the figure shown below [5]. 
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Figure 2. Moore neighborhood 
Later the cellular automaton had been extended to a d-dimensional board, addressed Z . 

Recently, in modern cellular automaton theory, the lattice structure is provided by any group. 
This new algorithm has been referred to as the classical case in the rest of the present paper. 
Therefore, cellular automata have been used in various topics like group theory, but also 
recognition, decidability questions, computational universality, dynamical systems. The 
composition and rules of the game of life are as follows: cellular distribution rules in the grid 
division; cellular with 0 and 1 of two states, 0 represents "death", 1 represents "live"; at the 
present time, if a cellular state is "alive", and the eight adjacent cell in two or three the status 
of "alive", the next time the cellular remain "alive" , otherwise it will turn to "dead"; at the 
present time, if a cellular state is "dead", and the eight adjacent cell in exactly three "students", 
the cell will "born"(turn to “alive”. Although the rules are very simple, the game of life is a 
cellular automaton model with the ability to generate dynamic structure. The distribution of 
the game of life and the initial state of the cell value is related to the initial state, given an 
arbitrary distribution, after several step operation, some patterns will soon disappear, but some 
patterns are fixed, and some repeat two or several patterns. The most famous is the glider, it 
will move to a fixed direction. 

After that, the cellular automata theory is further developed and used in a wide range of 
areas. Its applications appear in biology, ecology, physics, chemistry, transportation science, 
computer science, information science, geography, environment science, sociology, military 
science and complexity science. This paper presents the state-of-the-art modeling and 
applications of cellular automata theory in recent years. The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows. In section 2, the datasets employed in experiments are reviewed briefly. Section 3 
investigates the properties of the methods on modeling and applications in detail. The 
conclusion is presented in section 4. 

Applications of Cellular Automata Theory 

In this section, it provides the description of Applications of Cellular Automata Theory 
that are regarded as a benchmark in the current research. 

3.1 Traffic Flow Based on Cellular Automaton 
A traffic flow based on cellular automaton model named NaSch is a basic model 

describing road traffic [7]. The model is a discrete dynamical model. The Space is discrete and 
consists of an infinite regular grid of cells. Each cell is described by a state among a common 
finite set. Similarly, time is discrete, and at each clock tick cells change their state 
deterministically, synchronously and uniformly according to a common local update rule. This 
paper illustrates that the model cannot explain some phenomena because the rules of increasing 
and decreasing speed of cars is not similar to that in the real world. It should include the 
influence of the nearest car and the second nearest car. The author introduced some new 
variables such as the sensitivity coefficient of nearest car and the second nearest car. 

3.2 Simulation of Complex Changes Based on Neural-network-based Cellular 
Automaton A simulation of complex changes Based on Neural-network-based Cellular 
Automaton named ANN-CA model is composed of simple networks [9]. The model consists 
of two relatively independent modules: model correction (training) and simulation. The two 
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modules use the same neural network. In the model correction module, the parameters of the 
model are obtained automatically by the training data. The structure of the entire model is very 
simple- the user does not have to define their own rules and parameters, which are suitable for 
simulating complex land use system. The network has 3 layers, the first layer is the data input 
layer, where the neurons correspond to the effects of land use change variables; the second 
layer is the hidden layer; the third layer is the output layer, which is composed of a number 
(N) of output neurons, and get the probability of changing between each type of land use. 

3.3 Temperature Field Simulation in Cutting Process Based on Cellular 
Automaton The study on temperature field simulation in cutting process based on cellular 
automaton takes the temperature field [8]. The field simulation milling insert produced in 
cutting process as the research object, carries on the grid division of the cutting tool entity with 
the cellular automata, establishes the cellular automata's model of the milling insert 
temperature field and studies the optimized mechanism of the milling insert in cutting process, 
it can enable the cutting value of the milling insert arrive the optimization. In this example, 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the equivalence classes of construction triples 
and the cellular automaton. Note that it is quite common to define a cellular automaton as an 
equivalence class of construction triples. Many papers use this same definition without 
mentioning it, for it is supposed to be known, but you may still see that the map in this case is 
a global transition map. 

Conclusion 

The question arises whether other classical theorems on cellular automata are also true 
for different models of cellular automata. As the application of cellular automata theory 
becomes more and more widespread, the modelling of cellular automata on computers became 
more and more useful. In different fields, the cellular automata are used differently to suit the 
need. By using specially designed cellular automata, such as Neural-network-based cellular 
automata and traffic flow cellular automata, we can solve problems with complexity, which 
are hardly solved by other methods. 
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